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LEO TOLSTOY AS THE MIRROR
OF THE RUSSIAN REV0LUTI:ON
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To identify the name of a great artist with the revolution, which
he has o b v i d y failed to understand ahd from which he has obviously
alienated himself, may at first sight seem strange and artificial. How,
indeed, can one describe as a mirror that which does not reflect things
correctly? But our revolution is an m e l y complex thing. Among
the mass of those who are directly making and participating in it,
there are numerous social elements who have obviously failed to understand what i s taking place and have also alienated themselves from
the real historical tasks with which the course of events has confronted
them. And if the artist we are discussing is really a great artist, he
must have teflected at least some important aspects of the revohtion
in his works.
The censored Russian ptess, the pages of which teem with articles,
letters, and comments on Tolstoy's eightieth birthday: is least of all
inteined in d y z i n g his works from the standpoint of the character of
the Russian Revolution and its motive forces. The whole of this press
is replete to nausea with hypocrisy, hypocrisy of a double kind: &cia1
and likraL m e forma is the crude hypocrisy of the venal hack who
yesterday was ordered to hound Leo Tolstoy, and today to show that
Tolstoy is a patriot, and to try to & m e the rules of convention before
Europe. Thar hacks of this kind have been paid for their screpds is
common knowledge, and they cannot deceive anybody. Much more
refined and, therefore, much more pernicious and dangerous is liberal hypocrisy. To listen to the Cadet Balalaikins2of Ryecbt one would
think that their sympathy for Tolstoy is complete and most ardent
Actually?their calculated declamations and pompous phrases about the
"great God-seekersBare fake from beginning to end, for the Russian
hibed does not believe in Tolstoy's God, and does not qmpathize
with Tolstoy's aiticism of the present social order. He associates himself with a popular name in order to inaease his political capid, in
order to ploy the role of a leader of the nation-wide opetion; he
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MIR,ROR O F THB RBVOLUTION
P

ody t ~ e a t l y&cipaaed
kam serfdom, was literally given over to
w
to
u
s capital and the tax aoi$ector to be sacked and looted. The

cent foundsltioris of peasant eamomy and peasant life, foutldatioas
had r d p held for centuries, were scrapped with extraordinary
rapidity. And so the conmdicticms in Tolstoy's views must be appraised
not from the standpoint of the present-day working class mavement
and present-day socialism (such an appraisal is, of cx)um, needed, but
it is nm enough), but fmm the standpoint of that protest against o p
proaching capitalism, against the ruination of the masses and their
divorce from the land, which had to arise from the patriarchal Russian
comtryside,
Talstoy looks rididous as a prophet who has discovered new
prescriptions for the salvation of ~ n d i n d a n dtherefore, utterly
wretched rue the f o ~ i g nand Russian ttT~Istoyaos"who wanted to convert into a d o p ~ i s e l the
y weakest side of his doctrine. T o h y
is great as the apmset of the ideas and sentiments that took shape
among the W~auof Russian peasants at the time when the bourgeois revolutioa was approaching in Russia Tolstoy is original, b
e
rhe sum d of his vim, taken as P whole, express what are
precisely the spedic fames of out revolution as a p e a a t bourgeois
tevolution. From this point of view, the conttadictions in Tohay's
v k g are indeed a mirror of those contradictory-conditions under
which tbe peamq hod to play &eir historical part-inour revolution.
On the one hand, amuries of feudal oppression and d d e s of accelerated pr-reform6 mination piled up mountains of hate, a n p , and
&spem.te detemimaiicm Tha sttivhg to sweep away comp1etely the
o f k i d church, thc landl~rds,and the l d o r d gcwmment, to destroy
all the old fodms of laad ownership and l a d tenure, to dear tbe
ground, to replace thc police&
state by a communiy of free snd
'qdsmall pemmts-this sniving runs like a red thread through
cvcry historical step the peasantry have taken in our revolution; and,
undoubdy, the iWogical content of Tolstqf writinp conforms to
these peasant suivings far more than it does to abstract "Christian
anatar his t'~stem*'.
of views is sometimes appraised.
On the other hand, the p a n t r y , while striving toward new fork
d social intercourse, had a naive, patriarchal, religious idea of what
kind of *tercourse this shou@bq of what smggk they must wage to
that
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win freedom for themselves, of what l d m they can &t on in thh
struggle7of the attitude the bourgeoisie and the h p i s intelligentsia rake toward the interests of the peasant revolution, of why the'
forcible ov&ow
of tsarist rule is needed in order to abolish landl ~ r The
h whole past has taught the peasantry to hate the p and lo&
and tbe government ofhcials, but it has not taught, and could not
teach them where to find an a m e r to all these questions
In our revolution a minor part of the peasantry really did fight,
did organize to some extent for this purpose; and a very small pan
rase in arms to exterminate their enemies, to destroy the tsar's servants
and prc)tectots of the iandlords. The major part of the peasmtry wept
ruad p ~ y e d moralized
,
and h e d 7 wrote petitions and sent "soliciton''-quite in the spirit of Leo Talstoy! And, as always happens in
such cases, the effect of this Tolstoyan abstention frorn politics, thir '
Tolstoyan renunciation of politics, this lack of interest in and underscanding of pol&ia was that only the minority followed the dasscmscious, rcvolutiionary proletariat, whereas the major* became the
prey of the wnprincip1ed, servile9 bourgeois inwho under
the name of W e t s 6 hastened from a meeting of Trudov&s7 to Stalp
pin's8 anteroom md beggedbhaggled7reconciled and promid to reconcile--until they were kicked out with a militarg jackboot T o b t q ' ~
ideas are a h
r of the weakatss, the shortcomings of out peasant
revolt, a reflection of the U b W of the pathdud countrysih
and of the hidebound cowtardie of the "thrifty rnuzhk"
Take the muthies among the armed forces in 1905-06. In social
composition thew men who faught in our revulutiion were pPtdlr
peasants and partly proletazhe.The proleta,rianswere in the minorit$*
therefore, the movement among 'the armed forces does not eveax
approximately show the same nation-wide solidwity, the same p a q
c o d ~ u s nas ~was
~ displayed by the prolemist, which becam'
Social-Democratic as if by the wave of a haad. On the otht
there is nothing more mistaken than the opinion thot the mu*
among the armed f o ~ failed
a
because no &cers led them. On rlvo
contrary7 the enormous progess the revolution had made since the
time of the People's WilI Patty@was shown precisely by the fact thatl'
the "ignorant brutes" independently rose in srms against their superimi,'i
and it was this independence that so ftightad the libapl
\
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and the liberal officers. The common soldier fully ~~rmp0.thized
with the
peasants' cause; his eyes sparkled at the very mention of land T h i e
was' more than one case when authority among the armed forces passed
to the mass of the rank and file, but determined use of this authority
was scarcely made. The 'men wavered; after a couple of days, in some
cases after a few how, after killing some hated superior, they released the rest of the arrested officers, opened negotiations with the
authorities, and then some faced the firing squad, others bared their
backs for the birch, and then put on the yoke again-yuite in the
spirit of Leo Tolstoy!
Tolstoy re0ected seething hatred, a mature striving for a better lot,
a desire to get rid of the past-and also immature dreaming, political
ignorance, and revolutionary flabbiness. Historical and economic conditions explain both the necessary rise of the revolutionary struggle
of the masses and their unpreparedness for. the struggle, their Tolstoyan non-resistance to evil, which was a very serious cause of the
defeat of the first revolutionary campaign.
It is said that beaten armies learn well. Of course,,-revolutionary
dasses can be compared with armies only in a very limited sense. The
development of capidism is hourly changing and intensifying the
conditions which roused the millions of peasants-united
by their
hatred for the fmdd landlords and their government-for the revolutionarpdemocsatic struggle. Among the peasantry themseIves, the
growth of exchange, of the rule of the market and the power of money,
is more and more ousting ancient patriarchalism and the patriarchd
Tolstoyan ideology. But there is one gain from the first yeass of the
revolution and the fim reverses in the mass revolutionary struggle about
which there &n be no doubt, namely, the mortal blow that was struck
at the erstwhile softness and flabbiness of the masses. The lines of demarcation have become more distinct. Classes and parties have defined
their positions. The hammer of Stolypin's 3&ns and the undeviating
and consistent agitation of the revolutionary Social-Democrats will
inevitably bring to the forefront, not only among the sociaIist proletariat, but also among the democratic masses of the peasantry, more
and more steeled fighters who will be less and less capable of f a h 8
into aur historid sin of ToIstoyism!
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of the Russian
Tolstoy already stood out as a great arcist in the pied of serfdm , '
In the series of masterly works he wrote in the coarse af .over half I.:
<=enmy of literary activity; he depicted mainly old, pre-revel-'
Russia,which eva, rfta 1861 mnained in a state of semi-serfdam,
rtual Russia, landlord 4 peasant Russia In depicting this period Wbl
the histatical life of Russia, Tolstoy was able to raise so meny grar;
questions in his wotb, was able to amin such heights
- of Prtijtie,..
; that his wrorks occupied
rank of w
hion. .Ihpnks to the light t h i h upon it by T&oy's genius, tha,
eIpoch of pt-tion
for the revoIution in on+ of the countries
ing under the yoke of tfse feudal landlords presented iaelf as a gg:
f o d in the anistic development of the whole of mantind.
T&my the artist is bKpspn to an insign%cant minority even h.
Russia To makDhis$reat works redly accessible to dl, it is n e c q
to figh and-fight .against the social system which hss condemned mile
lims aad tens of millions to ignoran&, oppressio15, slavish mil, Md
ded.
And Tokaoy nut only mote works of fiction which will always br:{
priad snd d by the rmses wbm they have cmxted human
tions of life fm t h d v e s after throwing off ehe yoke of the W
d
i
Lords md capitaha; but he wu able with mmyhbk power to ~ b n -. q
the sentiments of ohc brad :masseswho are o p p r d under rhe p r d :'
oider, to describe their cm&ons, to express thdt spontaneans fcsP,;
of protest sad indignation. Belmging mainly to the epdm 4.
1861-1904, Tolstay, in his works, brought out in amazing r&d+
artist and as; a thinker and
m
e
s of the whole of the h t Russian Bevolution 119051, its stnngdsj
a
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L. N. TOLSTOY

One of the chief distinguishing features of our revolution was that
bourgeois- revolution in the epoch when capitalism
it was a
was.very highly developed all over the world and &tively highly
developed in Russia It wss a bourgeois revolution because i t s immediate aim was to m
the tsatist autocracy, the aarist monarchy,
and to abolish landlordism, but not to overthGow the rule of the

'

bourgeoisie. The peasantry in parti&
were unconscious of this
l a m aim, they failed to see where it differed from the more immediate and direct aims of thg struggle. And it was a peasant bourgeois
refolution because the objective conditions had brought into tbe forefront the question of dranging the peasants' fundamental conditions of
life, of smashing the old,medievpl system of land ownership, of "clearing the ground'? for capitalism; the objective conditions had broughi
the peasant mas~*linto the arena of more or less independent historical
action.
Tolstoy atpmsed in his works the strength and weakness, the
might 'and the limitadon-s of precisely the peasant mass m o v w t .
His ardent, p i m a t e , &d often ruthlessly sharp protest against the
state and tho poliee-officiai church conveys the sentiments of primitive
p a n t danoarcg in which canuies of serfdom, bureaucratic tymmy,
and Fobberg, tht Jesuitism, deception, and knavery of the church had
piled up mountains of anger and hatred. His unswerving repudiation
of the private ownership of land conveys the mentality of the peasant
masses at the historid moment when the old, medieval system df l a d
ownership, both the landlord estate and the official "aIlotments," has
definitely became an intolerable hindrance to the cmmtryss further
development, and .when the old system of land ownership must inevitably be thoroughly ond ruthlessly shattered.
His unceasing denunciation of capitdim, 'prompted by the moat
deeply felt s e n t i w ~ md
s most passionate anger, conveys all the horror.
felt by the p t r i a s d d peasant, against whom a new invisible and mysterious enemy was Pdwncing from somewhere in town, or from samewhete abroad, smashing dl the "foundations" of rilral life, bringing
unprecedented ruin, poverty, death from starvation, degradation, prostitution, and syphiLis-4 the evils of the "epoch of primitive accumulation" intensifid a hundredfold by the transplanting to Russian eail
of the very latex methods of rubbery devised by Mr.Coupon??

l2
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.matdwsrmcdmc,*&t~f;

oftk&i9d~meeos0f~~fromtlaeaisirthrt~sr
* o n ~ ~ r u c h s s i o ~ t ~ ' d y o b t h e p z r
rrad aa of the k u m p e a n b t e d miax. For him, the
*,facial and police Sam!, a5th moMrchy,
r-tiof plidq Ld to the danine of "~sisrn
mudad in complete divosce from the m01utiioaary
in 1$JO5M.H e combbed tht edmqggk
nithd~~r&~ofancw~i6sadrrligion,thatis,anew&
mopc.spbde poison ftx the o p ] p s d maaces. Wir m w t i o n
prime owmmhip of h d id not to the c o ~ l l c e n ~ t iof
m the
sm& on dse rePl enemy, on ladordiam d its
of power, i i e the monntchy, but to dreamy, vague,
ing. He,
combined deneation of capitalism and
th mnases wit4utrer rpthy t m d the world s

The a m e m in T~hoy'sv i m are not d y the on&&;

inhisawnth;nlinnr fhrgarraddmofthaseemclnely mplaG'
w d t i o n q sockl Mmc* md hirtarif o a d l ~ ~
. which had m~ldedthc mmdity of .the,dSerentclasses and difEex&f
in the post-r&m
saui.af Russian

d

coasqua*, P Qmct applxisd of
whiJq by the political rde it played, sod
the d- of
nt
the
time of the first denouement .of rher(r:
bythescmggkir

he rhe leodor of the rmgle far the people's freedom md fat
emanuption of the masses frem exploitation. Such pn opprsid
be msdc d y fmn the smdpint of the Social-h-tic pmhmd
which pmvd i m l d w thotioil a, the anee of deamcrq and
ability to combat ch xmtrmess d i~1consirrencyof bourgeois (
dnding peasam) d w .
Loot at the apppW of ToIstoy -presented in the
aewsppem. Tbeg absd aocodile team and vow respect
wrim" and at dre same time defend the "Holy" SpMd
fat.hRmSs
b v e only jnst played the-exwptidylmthsom
d l e trick of rading psias to a dying mnn in o a k to fool

people and say that Tolstay had "repented." The Holy Synod excammunicated Tolstoy*.l" All the better* This deed will be charged to its
account on the people's day of reckoning with these governmeat officials in cassocks, these gendarmes in Christ, these black inquisitors who
encouraged the anti-Jewish pogroms and odrer deeds of the &
Black Hundred gang.
Look at the appraisal of Tolstoy presented in the liberpl newspapn.
They make shift with very vapid, official-liberal, threadbare academic
phrases like "the voice of civilized mankind,'' "the d o u s opinion
of the world," "the ideas of truth and virtue," etc, for which Tolstoy
so fiacely castigated-and rightly castigated-bourgeois learning. They
uarnot frankly and dearly express their opinion of Tolstoy's views
on the state, on the chuch, on the private ownership of land, and on
capitalism, but it is not because of the censorship; on the c o n q , the
censorship helps them out of their dficuly! Theg cannot do so because
every thesis in Tolstofs criticism is a slap .in the face of bourgeois
liberalism; because the fearless, open, and ruthlessly sharp pr8cfeu#ion
by Tolstoy of the most burning, of the most v&ed questions of the
present day is in itself a'gking exporwe of the stock phrases, the
threadbare rhetoric and the evasive ''civilkd" falsehood of ollr libaal
(and liberal Populist) journalisme The liberals staunchly support Tolstay; they are staunchly opposed to the Synod-but at the same time
they are for . . . the Vekbi-i~ts;~with whom one *'may enter into dispute," but with whom one "must" get along within one party, *'must9'
collaborate in literature and in politics. Amj yet the VekhIists receive
the blessing of Antonius of Volhynia.14
The liberals put to tbe fore the idea that Tolstoy was the "great
conscience." Is this not an empy phrase which is also repeated in a
thousand keys by Novoye Vmmyd6 and by d of that ilk? Is this not
am evasion of all the concrete questions of democracy and socialism
which Tolstoy rkseal? Does this not put to the fore that which expresses
ToIstoy's prejudices and not his reason; that about him which belongs
to the past and not to the future;his repudiation of politics and preaching of moral self-perfection and not his impassioned protest a@
all class rule?
Tolstoy has passed away, and pre-revolutionary Russia,w h e weakness and impotence are expressed in the philosophy and depicted in
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cised by the landed nobility, and from the omnipotence of the burcaucracy, which a h 9 ~
~ the higher
1 ranks, consisted
y
d
y of the

landed nobility.
After 1861, this old ptriarchal Russia began to break up rapidly
as a d t of the influence of world capitalism..The peasants starm&
died, were reduced to rub iis they had never been before, and, sbandoning the hd,they fled to the towns. There was an acceleration in
the building of railwan factories, and works thanks to the "cheap
. labcd." of the ruined peasants. In Russia big finance capid, large-&
trade and industry developed.
It was this tapid, painful and abrupt cokpse of aIl the old *fomdadons'' of old Russia that faund reflection in the works of Tolstoy the
attist, in the views of Tolstoy 'the thinker.
ToIstop knew p e r f d y rural Russi% the life of the landlords and
peasants. The picma of this life that he drew in his works of fiction
belong to the best productions of world literature. The abtupt breakd m of dl the "old foundations*' of iural ~ussiasharped his power
of oboervaticm, intensifid his interest in what was going on arouiind
h@, and caused a change in his whole world outlook. By birth sed
education, Tolstoy belonsed to the higher landed nobility of Russia,
but he abandoned the h a b i d outlook of this milieu and in his last
works hurled .impassioned criticism at the whole of the present-day
state, ecdeshxical, social, and economic order based on the enslavement of the mssses, on their poverty, on the ruin of t& peasants and of
small proprietors p d y , en the violence and hypocrisy which petmesa t
h whole of present-day social life from top to bottom.
There was nothing new in Tolstoy's criticism. He did not say anything thst had not been said long before him in both European pad
Russian .literature by those who were on the side of the toilers. )jut
the pediat feature of Tolstoy's criticism and ia historical significance
was that it expressed with on artistic power of which only a genius
is cappble the drastic change in the outlook of the broadest masses of
the people of Russia in the period we are discussing, namely, d
peasant Russia. For Tokoy's criticism of the present order differs from
thc d t i h of the same order by the representatives of the present-
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day working class mapement preckly in that T o b y took the sandpoint of the patriadud, naive peasant; he incorporaad this peasant's
mentality in his criticism, in his doctrines.
Tolstoy's criticism was distinguhhed for its powq of feding, pardon, conviction, freshness, sincerity; and fearlessness in striving to
"get down to the roots," to find the resl ause of the misery of the
w9
precisely because this aiticism really d d the change in
thegoutlookof millioos of peasants who had only recently been emancipated fmm serfdom and who saw fhat this emancipation meam new
horrors of ruin, depth from s m t i 0 4 a homeless life in the "doss
h o ~ in" thc towns, etc. Tohimy reflected their sentiments so f+fully that he incoxprated in his doctrine their naivetC, their divorce
from politics, their mysticism,their striving to escape fram the everyday world, their "nun-resistance to evil," the impormt imptdcms
they hurl at capitalism and lit the upo~erof money.**The protest of
millions of peasants and their despair-this is what merged in Tobtoy's
docnine.
The representatives of the present-day working class moveanent are
of the opinion that they have samething to protest against, but that
there is no reason for despair. Despair is characteristic of moribund
dasses, but the wage-waking doss inevitably grows, develops, and
gains strength in every capitalist society, including Russia Despair is
characteristic of those who fail to mdentand the causes of evil, who
see no way out, who are incapable of fighting. The present-day industrial proletariat i s not one of these cIasses.

"TOLSTOY AND "IRE PROW-

STRUGGLE.

Wth ' t z ~ e a d 6 u sOgar rtad pWSmds, -TdkOy aauti@Mtbe

mWg &YW and gliab&-apo3cd the htrhdc %&iy
of di the
' d o a s wbclich 'help 'tomintaifi preswft-day k:*
$he &dh, the
cmm, +niiliUm,"M
matiage,
h ptlil baurg~brcsfning. IWt tds
doctdne 'Mtally cmdiihad tihe Hfe, Idbr, and iatug@ic df thc gtror.
d i g ~ e rdf t&e pprrsent gttm,
the m 9 ~ 1 ~ mtfbdk,
.
&te~, ~irMead in 'Toby's pmchngl 'He 'wars the ~spokesmm4at
*th&.w!stmr*6 of thc Rwian people who &*&*bite the mme&'of
~pyaeht&y meiey, but hhve *st
m&td the nessiy of 'trirIgtag
a consistent, uncomprding fight to the finish against them.
The Wtiwy .wid .atipcbmtle .df ttre egeeet l b d m Rrodution have
sbm that joCh hdeeit nras the im'~ta.litfrof ihat
of the p p I e
f d ifierwenih\? ehwomciofls ~acialistpfol&t
res01titc
-M&B *& che OM &,@inti!.'Ibis dma$s-ctmi8thg ~mdnlyof tbe
'pemh-ed
doting the revolutic~fihaw deeply it haad the OM
m-tk,'New.
k 'IW <tesll .lbe3uu&Mpa idlkcted 'by 'ihe * - t
f q h e , hdd hemg ~ o t
its h s p o n m mstriving to escape from
them and to find a bener m y 4 & ftPe.
At the same time, this mass showed during the mlution that it
was not sdiiciencly conscious in its hatred, not consistent in its struggle,
and that it confined itself m narrow limits in its quest for a better way
of life.
A vast ocean of humanity, stirred to its very depths, with all its
weak and all. its strong sides, was reflected in Tolstoy's datrines.
By studying Zeo Tolstoy's works of fiction, the Russian working &a
will learn to know its wemies bmer; and by d y i n g Tdstoy's d o e
t h e , the entire Russian people must learn wherein lag their crnn
weakness,which prevented them from consummating the cause of their
emancipation. This must be lamed in order to mate progress.
This progress is hindered by all those who prodakn Toby ar the
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'Tommon conscience:' the "teacher of life." This is a lie, deliberately
broadcast by the liberals who want to exploit the anti-revolutionary
aspect of Tolstoy's doctrines. And this lie about ToIstoy being the
"teacher of tiW is repaxed &et the liberals by m
t
l ex-SocialDemocrats.
The Russian people will achieve their emancipation only when they
realize that they must learn how to secure a better way of life not from
Tdsmy, but tram dK dass whose significance Todstq did not understend, and who aloac is capable of dqttoyhg the old mrM that Tolst07 hatad, d y , kom the pdetariatm

HEROES WITH "RESERVATIONS'

which we have just received, presents such amabg examples of arelemess, or rather lack of p ~ c i p i e in
, iappraishg h TTolsmg that they
'must be dealt with immediately, if briefly.
Here is en article by that new watrior in Potremv's army, V. Bazarov.
nK editors &gee with " s 6 w of the thesess' in this attide, but they
do not, of course, indicate which. It is much easier in this way to cover
up m e n d confusion! We, however, find it difiicuft to pint to any
theses in this attide that would not rouse the indignation of pnyone
who has the least respect for Msrrism.
"Our inteUge~1tsia,'*writes V. m o v , e%mken-spirited and dej d , reduced to a sort of amorphous mental and m o d slush, and
hovering on the e r w m e border of spirituaI dissolution, have unenim o d y recognized Toby-the
cubole- of Tulstoy-as their conyienceOB'
This is n& trw. It is mere phrase-ma~ring,Out intelligentsia in pried, and the Narba Ztwya intelligentsia in- @&, do
indeed look very " d e j d , " but they have not displayed any 'bnanimitysswhatever in appraising Tolstoy, nor could they do so; they met
correctly appraised the d o l e of ToIstoy and cmId not do so. And
it is precisely the absence of unanimity t$at is covered up by &at umrly
hypocritical word -quite worthy of N0uoy8 Vremy1-"d-"
Bazarov does not combat slush^ he encourages it.
B m o v "would like to mention certain injustices I!!] toward Tolstoy, of which Russian inteIlectuaJs in general and we tadids of different persuasions in particular have been guilty.'' The only thing true
about this is that d v , Pouesov and Co. are precisely the "m&&
of different persuasions" who are so dependent upon the general "slush"
that amid this most unpardonable hushing up of the *nd
inconsistencies and weaknesses of ToIstoy8s world outlook they trot
'behind "eve!rybodyp'shoutingabout "injustices8*toward Tolstoy. Thq
I
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do not wish to intoxicate themselves "with the narcotic that i s so widespread among us, and which Tolstoy called 'actimonious dispute*
this i s just the kind of talk, just the kind of xefrain, that is needed
by philistines who tum away with $upreme contempt from disputes
about any wholeheartedly and comisently defended psinciplea
'"IoIstoy's main strength lay in that, having passed through d the
stages mid of the analytical educated people of the present day, he
found the synthesis.
." Not me. It was precisely a synthesis that
Tolstoy did not, or rather could not, find either in the philosophical
principles of his world outlook' or in his social-political doctrine 'Tdstoy was the first [!1 to objectivize, ie., to create not only for himseIf
but for others too, that $web bmzm [all the italics are BazarovPs].
religion of which Comte;ls Feuerbacl$@ and the other representatives
of d e r n culture could only subjectively [!I dream," and so on and so
forth.
'
Such talk is worse than that of the 0sdina.y philistine. It is the
embellishment of "slush" with &cia1 flowers, which can only d e a d
people. More than half a century ago Peuerbach, unahle to "find a sgnthesis" in his world outlook which in many respects represend the
"last word" of German classical philosophy, became entangled in those
"subjective dreams" the harmhhess of which was indicated lung ago
by the genuinely progressive "representatives of modern cultwe.#' To
proclaim now that Tolstoy was "the first to objectivize'' these "subjective dreams" means passing into the camp of those who sse turning
back, it meam pandering .to philistinism, it means singfag in harmony
with Vekhdism.
-#'

..

"It goes without saying that the movement [!?I
which Tolstoy
foundtd must undergo profound changes if it is really destined to play
a great world-historical role: The idealization of the peasant-patriarchal
way of life, gravitation toward natural economy, and many 'other
utopian features of.ToIsitayism which p m d e [!I into the forefront
at the present time and seem to be the most important an, in reality,
precisely the subjective elements, not necessarily c o m d with the
principles of Tolstoyan 'religion.' "
fi

Thus, Tolstoy "objectivized" P e u e r M s "subjeaim dreams," Ond
the fact that in his masterly works of fiction and in his umtly contra-

~
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dietory h i n a Tolstoy reflected the specific.ecoqomic features of
the Rursis of the last century mentioned by I3amuov f o m up&Iy
the mbjdve dewnts" of his domine. This is d
y what ir d e d
"&&g
wide of the matk." Still, for the 'TnteUigentsia, brokens&ited sad dejected" (and so fonb, as quoted above), there is nothing
more pkasing, more deskable, and more lovable, there is mrhhg that
.inages their dejection more than this exaltation of Feuerbach's
4
+&dreams" as "objectivizd' by ?'ohtoy, and this d i ~ ~ c d of
~tk
amstion from those concrete historico-economic and political prob- +
1
lems which "protrude into the forefront at the present time"!
i
N a d y , Bazatov is particularly displeased with the "sharp &ticismq which the doctrine of non-resistance to evil has called fonh "on
the part of the radical intelligentsia" To Bazarov "it is dear that this*
docaim does not mean passivity and qui&ism." Explaining what he
means, Bazarov refers to the well-known tale about "Ivan the Pod"
and invites his maden "to imagine that the soldiers are sent against
thc ioob not by the Tsar of Coduoadria, but by their own, now wiser
PUJw Ivan, that with the aid of these soldiers, recruited from among
the f d themselves and therefore akin to them in the whole of their
spirinul make-up, Ivan wana to force his subjects to yield to might-caur d d . It is perfectly obvious that it is useless for the fods, .
practidy unarmed and lacking military training, even to dreanrof

1
1

'

acbking o physical victory over Ivan's troops. Even with the most

vlgcmw 'rabtantt with vidence' the fools can vanquish Ivan not by
phpid but only by m d means,ia., only by what is called 'demoralizing' Ivan's men. . ." 'The fools' resistance with violence achieves
the l ~ m ft d t (but by worse means, and involving more victims)
ar that achieved without mistance.
Won-resistance to evil with
violence1 or, to put it more gemrally, the harmony of means and ends
[!!I 3 by means an idea characteristic only of non-social moral
pmxhem. This idea is a necessav component of every integral world
ogtlook."
Such is the reasoning of the new warrior in Potresov's army. We
cannot examine this reasoning here, and besides, perhap it is d c i e n t
for a beginning merely to reproduce its chief points and to add the
words: It is Vaekhi-ism of the purest water.
'Ibe following is from the h a 1 chords of the cantata on the theme,

.

. . ."
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"the eats ncbez grow high= daan the f o e e h d : "It is wrong to depict
our weakness as s m g t h , rus mething ~snpetiorTO Tdsmfs '@M
and 'narrow mtionalism.'" (But what about inconskern r w - 7 )
"It is wrong to do so not only because it is contraty to the tru* %ut
also becaw it hinders us from leatning h m the greatest man of mu
eimes."

Yes.Yes.Only, you must not get angry, gentlemen, and =ton with
ridiculous bravado and abuse (as Mr. Potresov does in Nos. 8-9 of
Narba Z q u ) , when you receive the blessings, approval and embmes
of the Izgoyevs. Neither the old nor the new warriors in ~
~
army will succeed in wiping out the ignominy of these embraces.
The general staff of this army appended to Bazarov's article a "diphmatic" reservation. But Mr. Nevedomskfs leading artide, which is pub
lished without any reservations, is not much better. "Having hrbed,''
writes this troubadour of the ptesent-day intelligentsia, ' b d embodied in completed shape the chief aspirations and striving of the
great epoch of the fall of slavery in Russia, Leo 'I'olstoy was also found
to be the p e s t and most cornplete'incamwion of the u n i v e d ideological principle#be principle of corucience."
Baom, boom, boom. . . . Having absorbed and embodied in completed shape the chief' rhetorical flourishes characteristic of liberalbourgeois jolirnalisrn, M. Nevedomsky is found to be the pwst and
most complete incarnation of the universal ideological principle-the
principle of phrase-mongering.
And hue yet one more tale, the last, must I unfold:

"All th- European admikers of Tolstoy, all these h o l e Prances
with different names, and Chambers of Deputies*whichrecently voted
with emrmous majorities against the .abolition of capital punbhmmt
and now rise in honor of the great rma of &e&,
the whole of *&is
realm of betwixt and between, half-heattedness and reservations-how
majestic, how mighty, a figure cast in a single piece of pare metal,
stands this Tolstoy before them, this living inoarnation of the integd
principle."
Uph! Eloquent talk-but it is a l l untrue. The figure of Tolstoy is
cast neither in a single piece, nor in a pure piece, nor even in metal.
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And it

not for his "integrity," but p i d d y beof h* dep8fb **allthe$ bourgeois address "rose in hono~"

fnrm beggiy t

of his memoq.
N.Nevd&,
hawever, did accidentally dtop one good little
ward. Thaf little ~ o t ~ - ~ ~ e r the
i gatlemen
z e s of
N& Z ~ P as
J aptly
~
as tb&yare charnrrerizsd by V. Bamrov's above-

+
d d p t i o n of the intelligentsia. Before us, one and all, are
heroes with "reservations." Pomsov makes the reservation &it he dis-

-

, p mwith the Machi~ts,~
although he defends them.The editors make
rbe reservation that they disagree with "some of the theses" in Bazarov's .

a matter of in&- ;';I
vidual aheses. Potresov makes the reservation that he was maligned by
Iqpyev. Martov d e s the reservation that he does not fully agree
with Potre3ov and Levitsky, although he tenders t k m faithful political
service. All of them collectively make the reservation that they disagree
, with Cherevanin, although they prefer his second liquidationkt 4,
which intensifies the "spirit" of his b t o%springbCherevanin makes
the reservation that he disagees with Maslov. Maslov makes the reserankle, althmgh it is dear to everybody that it is not

vation that he disagsees with Kautskyb
They all a g m with one another only in that they disagree with
Plekh~ov,and in that he slanderously accuses them of being liquidators md cannot, es they say, explain his present rapprochement with
his quondam opponeots.
Nothing cen be simpler than the explanation of this rapprochement
which is incomprehensible to the people with reservations. When
we had a locomotive, we thoroughly disagreed on the point of whether
the power of this locomotive, its st& of fuel, etc*,were adeqyate for
a spesd of, my, twenty-five or fifty versts an hour. The dispute around ..
this question, as on any other exciting question, was heated and often
~ o n i o u sThis
b disputc+on absolutely evug question in connection
with whidl it -was
conducted in the sight of dl,was open to all,
wtr argued out w the end, was not gl05Sed over by any ' t ~ r v a t i ~ n s . * "
And none of us even thwght of withdrawing anything, or of whining
about "acrimonious disputes." Butcnowthat the locomotive has broken
dir lyhg in a marsh surrounded by "reservationBsin-11*
m sniggering maliciody abow there being ''nothing to &pidm*h u s e we no longer have a 1-motive, we who
in '*&I

cow

t

monious dispute'' yesterday an drawn together by a c~mmaaam^.
Without renouncing anything, without forgetting anything, giving
no promise that disagreements will vanish among us, we are joimly
serving this common cause. We are concentrating a l l our attention and
&om on the task of &sing the locomotive, of repairing it, of strengthening it, of reinforcing it, of putting it on the
for the speed
at which it is to run and the turns at different switches, we will be
able to argue about those at the proper time. The task of the day in
these dif5cult times is to create something that will be capable of rebufIing the "reservation" people and "dejected i n t d d N who,
directly or indirectly, are supporting the reigning ttsI~h."The task
of the day is to dig the ore even under the most arduous uxditions,
melt the iron and cast the steel of the Manrist world outlook and of
the supefstnzctures that correspond to this world outlook.

-
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l&e q@
to which Tolstoy belonged, and which is reflected in
s\b.cbt qemvkable relief in his masterly works of fiction and in his
docqinea i s the epoch that set in after 1861 and lasted until 1905.
Tmq,,T~kgybegan lris literary activities before and ended them after
this perirqd k8aa and ended, but he deveIoped fully as en artist and
pa%k1y in this period, the transitional chatacter of which
gave r* to dl the distinguishing features of Tolstoy's works and of
'Tdst~yW
The words TolPtoy pt in the mouth of Levin in An- K d o r M
very vividly express the nature of the turn in Russia's history that
took place during this half-century.

w-

"It was particularly interesting for him just now to hear and take
in those m a 1 conversations concerning crops, laborers' wages,
end so on, which, he was aware, are conventionally regarded as something very low, but which seemed to him just now to constitute the
one subject of impomce. 'It was not, perhaps, of importance in the
days of serfdom, and it may not be of importance in EngIand. In both
cases the conditions of agriculture are firmly established; but among
us now, when everythmg has been tumed upside down and is ody just
taking shape, the question what forin these cmditions will take is the
one question of importance in Russia,' thought Levin."
'*But among us now everything has been tumed upside down and
is only just taking shape"-it is dillicult to imagine a more apt characterization of the period of 1861-1905. What was "tutned upside
downppis io,
or at least well known, to every Russian. It was
serfdom, d the whale of the "old order'' that corresponded to it.
What is "just taking shape" is totally unknown, alien, and incomprehensible to the broad masses of the population. Tolstoy conceived
this bourgeois order which was "only just taking shape" vaguely in the
-form of a bugbear-England. Precisely a bugbear, because Tolstoy
rejected, on principle, so to speak, every attempt to investigate the
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chief featuttes of the social spsnm in this "BnglanC the c o d a n
between this system and the ~domhtionof capital, the tole pbycd by
money, the rise and developent of etchan&* Like chc.Poplbts,he
refused to see, shut his eyes to, dismissed the thought that it was aone
other than'the bourgeois system that was "taking shape" in R u s h
It is m e that if not the "only important" question thm cerrainfy m e of the most important from the standpoint of the immediate aims
of all socid-politid activities in Russia in the period of 1861-1905
(and in out times too) was the question of "what shape" would be
taken by this order, the bourgeois order which had assumed extremely
d i m e forms in "England," Germany, America, France, and so fotth. '
But such a definite concrete-historical presentation of the question was
something entirely alien to Tolstoy. He reasoned in the abstract9 he
recognized only the standpoint of the "eternal" principles of moralityD
the mmal truths of religion, failing to-realize that this standpoint is
merely the ideological rdlmion of the old ("overtufned*) order, the
feudal wdet, the order of the life of Oriental nations.
In Ljrcerns (written in 1857), Tolstoy declares that to regard
t'cirilieati~~'s
as a boon is "imaginary knowledge" which "destroys the
instinctive, most Missfui primitive requirement of good in hnmaa
nake.'' "We have only one infallible guide," d i m s Toktog, 'dK
U n i v e d Spkk that p a m a t e us*"
In Tbs S b m y of Ow T ~ (written
J
in '1900),tepeating aiU
more 2 R 8 1 d y these appeals to the Univemd Spirit, T o k q ddares
that political ec:momy is a "pseudo-sciencec"btcfilsc it takes as the
"pattern" "li& England, where conditions are most exception&" hasted of caking ar a patma "the conditions of men in the whah
wozld thmughaut d hirtmid time" VWet thir "dmle world" k 13Lt
'

'

.

SndthcDeiinidondbtian(1862). Tolstq arrswclr the ophkm of t
k~ m t h
.j?fQp!mbUa~hwkmant;nd"~~m*thcnbdea
the soalled Orient." "Tbmis no.gawd law of hnmpn prbgea," m p
T&q,
&s is proved by the quiescence of the Oriental natim."
It is precisely che*idmlogyof the OrkntaI ordci, the Asian ozdu,
that is the real historical amteat of Tolsayhm. Hare,amticism, ma*
violent resbmce to evil, thrt deep note of pessimism, and the crmtrktba
that '*everything is nothing, dl. that is matetiid is an&gpB ("On Thr
I
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Of Lift'), end belief in the "Spitit,""the beginning of ~ v c T ) ~ &@," in &tion to which man is m d y a "laborerpp"appoind for
the work of saving his d,and
" so forth. Toby is faithful to this
ideoloa nlso in his Kc~utzerSOW^, when he says: "Ihe emancipation
of woman lies noc in collep and not in parliaments, but in the bedmw
a d in the article written in 1862 in which he says that universiti- aPin ody "irritable, 'debilitated libxds'' for ,whom '"the people .
who ari? t'dessly tom from their f m a envitmhpvc 130 use at
mcnt," "find no place in life:' and so forth.
Pessimism, non-resistance, appeals to the "Spirit" form the ideology . .
that inevitably appears in an epoch when the whole of the old order
is "turned upside down," and when the masses who have been brought '
up under this old order, who imbibed with their mother's milk the ;
prkipks, the habits, the traditions and beliefs of this order, do not - .
and cannot see wbat K
W of s new order is "taking shape," w k t social
forces are "shaping" it, and how they ate doing it, what social forces
are kljp&Ze of bringing release from the i n c a l d l e and atcepfody
acute dispess &amcteristic i f epochs of ZlpheavaL"
The paidof ,1862-1904
was precisely such a period of upheaval in '
Russia, when, in the right of all, rhe old order cohpsed, newt to be
m m d , whereas the new order was only just taking shape, and the
sodnl foms that were shaping it manifested themselves for the fitst
time an o btoad, nationwide scale in mas public mion in the mosc -.
&verse fie& d y in 1905. And'the 1905 events in Russia were fob
l d by Wpw events in a number of countries in that v&
"OrientWto tho "~uiescmce"of which Tolstoy referred in 1862. 1905
mPLtsa the beginning of the e d of "Oriend' quiescerice. Pr&y
for ,
this muon that year brought with it the histurid end of Tolsaoyism, the end of the epoch which could and had to give rise to Tohof~
docnine, not as something individual not as a caprice or a fad,
but rs the ideology of the conditions of life unde which ~~ and
aiillions 7fd
themselves for a certain period of h e .
Totnag's doctrine is cenainly utopian and is reactionary in content
hthemosrpncise~ndpmf~~lldsenseofthet~&Itfhisdm
~merninthl~tthotthisdocaiaew~~ll~t~~~iali~ticor
did riot contain critical elements capable of pmviding v d d e material
for the eali#tammt of the advanced dnsPea
!

'
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llhae is socialism and socialism.In all countries where the capicnlist
mode of produ&on prevails, there is socialism which expresses the
ideology of the class that is going to take the place of the bourgeoisie,

and there is socialism that expresses the ideology of the classes whose
place the bourg~oisieis going to take. Feudal socialism, for example,
is socialism of the latter type, and the character of t& sociaIism was
appraised long ago, wer sixty years ago, by Masx, simultaneously with
his appraisal of other types of
FurtherbCritical elements are characteristic of Toby's utopian doctrine, just as they ate of many utopian systems. But we must not forget
Marx's profound observation that the significance of the critical elements in utopian socialism "bears an invetse =lation to historical dewlopment." The more the activities of the social forces which are "shap
ing*' the new Russia and bringing release from present-day social evils
develop and assume a d a t e character, the more rapidly is a i t i d - , ,2;i;3 lr
utopian socidism "losing aII practical d u e and all theoretical psti!If:*
fication."
A quarter of (I century ago, the critical elements in Tolstoy9sdoarine
might have been of p p c t i d value sometimes for some strata of the
population in spite of the d o n a r y 'and utopia features of Tolstoyism. This could not have been the case during the last decade, say, becruw historid development had made no little progress from the ,, <,'
t*:-.
1880's to the end of the k
t century* And in out day, aftw the series $l:':j !'AL
of events mentioned above has put an end to uOriend" quiescence;'iqa*'
in our day, when the collsciously reactionary ideas of the V~k&ists-$k~
t
reactionary in the murow class, selfishly class -have
becomelg~,
so enormously widespread among the liberal bourgeoisie, when these ;$
ideas have infecrcd ewn a section of the quasi-Marxists and have
ated a uliquidatioW trend; in aut day, e v q attempt m idealize Tol- :( :
stoy's dotmihe, to justib or to mitigate his eenon-resistan~e,"
his a p e
to the "Spirit," his exhortations for "mod self-@don," his doctrine
of ee~~nsden~e''
and universal love,'' his preaching of deism and:?,
quietism, and so forth, causes the most direct and profound harm.
,
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1880's his ds
politid and moral essays hd to pass not 4 7 the
govcmment censor but rlso dr church censorship, which either d
his Writhe or b e d them entirely. A complete edition d Tolstoy's
works did not become possible until afta the foundation of the Soviet
~w
by t&.C h d t a d g O R a m t hd .D
b+ the p0pqlasit-y d T h y . nK Chuch tbmforc
inmre
felt i q d k d to bring T o b y back iato tha fold, but .riWeffect. BPhcn
the w r i ~
was on his deathbed, the Mcaopolicap h n i u s sent him a
tdepam begging lSiili to return te the &UP&,
ond ocher digairrries
~mvi9it.~~hiSW,buttk&e&iororwcre'Rithoert~.
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the great tocia. cwi li
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of the Russian people like

4=4ab*tk.
burgeode from "the h e of the people." 'Ily writenr crlled upon the
the ru-.
leain campaued the philosophy and
intcU@ncaia OD
politics of the V d b i -gram with that of che anti-Semitic d terrorist
Black Hundred neumpeptr, Morkw&ye Vlldononi, and called the volume
of cssayq m en^^ of liberal rencgacy/ a d ''nothing but 8 dood
of rrrutimary mud turned on dcimcmy."

Antorph of Y o ~ ~ M c t r o p o l i t an
m ,extreme r e a c t i o ~ .
15. Nwoye Vrblgoyro ( N m Tinru)-the d d y kwnn newspaper published in St Petemburg from 1868 to 1917, orof the reactionary
nobility and aPrbt bureatumq.
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16. m a refers to the foUowin8 telegram m by the L L S o ~ a t i deputies
r
in the Third Duma to TolstoySs intimate friend and disciple, V. G. *dzt&j
Chertkm, in h a p o m : 'The Sockl-Democratic group in the State Duma,
expram@ the feelings of the Russian and of the entire international
proletariat, deeply mourns the loss of the artkt of genius, uncompromic
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against the OW
church, the enemy af tyrmniA
and slavery, who loudly
was the friend of the persecuted."

ing and indomitable -tier
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17. lV&
Zaqw (Our Daun)
St. Petersburg from 1910
liquidation of the Party organization. The magazine served as the rallyiw
center for the Liquidator-Mensheviks in Russia
18. Aagaste . C O ~ &
( 1798-1857)-French phibopher, founder of podti*
as the characteristic ideology of the libeddcmocratic bourgeoisie. His
philosophy is basically idealist and non-scientifk
19. M
g P-bab
(1804-1872)--Gamm philo8opher,
See Frederick Engels, W
g F ~ b r c c bmd tb. Outcome of CtrUJiGd
Gmmm Pbitosopby, *NewYork, 1941.
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20. ~acb&~-follokrs of
physicist, who was also
the ~ a k philumpher
n
A-ius,
he
school lutown as Muhi.m or empiriodticism, which attempted to pment
itself as "neutral" bmcm idealism lad -m
For a critique of
chis phil080phy see V. I. Tmin, i ' k k w a C d
S e h d W w h , VoL XI, New York, 1943.
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great n o d by Toktop, written in 1874
aneoftheprinapd~indrcboak.
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